
Module 13: The Forces in Creation – Part 3 

Vocabulary: 

Model- A schematic description of a system that accounts for its known properties 

Nucleus- The center of an atom, containing the protons and neutrons 

Atomic  number- The number of protons in an atom 

Mass number- The sum of the numbers of neutrons and protons in the nucleus of an atom 

Element- A collection of atosm that all have the same number of protons 

Half-life – The time it takes for half of the original sample of radioactive isotope to decay 

 

 

For review take time to think  about  how to  outline the Module in your textbook. 

1. Go through and look at the Module first. Familiarize yourself with the content and get an idea 

of what it is going to talk about. 

2. Make a list of the titles and subtitles. 

3. Write out definitions 

4. Scan each section and note the important parts. 

5. Write down all formulas, draw diagrams, or make a note of those things that stand out. 

6. Make a note of the sections that are hard to understand. 

7. Then RE-read those sections that are hard and make any necessary note. 

8. Read the module from beginning to end. Write down the lab procedures 

 

Notes on this Module: 

The Forces in Creation – Part 3 

I.  Introduction: 

II. The Structure of the Atom 

III. The Periodic Table of Elements 

IV. The Strong Force 

V. Radioactivity 

VI. The Dangers of Radioactivity 

VII. The Rate of Radioactive Decay 

VIII. Radioactive Dating 

 



 

I. Introduction: 

Summary:  This module will deal with the last 2 forces in creation: weak force and strong force. 

Dr. Wile will spend a lot of time discussing atoms and the structure of atoms in the Module, 

along with radioactivity and touching on the Periodic Table of Elements. 

II. The Structure of the Atom 

Remember: “The  structure of an atom comes  from  indirect observation.” P.313 

The Atom 

The atom is made up of 3 smaller particles: 

1. Protons- positive charge. Slightly larger than the electron 

2. Neutrons-no electrical charge. 0.14% heavier in mass than proton. Not stable by itself* 

3. Electrons- negative charge.  Smallest particle of the nucleus 

 

*neutrons can not stand along. They will fall apart into a smaller proton, electron and neutron 

unit called an antineutrino. 

 Protons, Electrons, and Neutrons are arranged specifically within the atom. 

 Protons and Electrons have opposite charges and are thus attracted to one another. 

 

 Look at the  Bohr  Model  in figure 13.1.  have the students try to draw this model in their notes. 

The Bohr Model named after scientist Niels Bohr(1913), gave the scientific world it’s first view of what 

the structure of an atom could look like.   

http://chemistry.about.com/od/atomicstructure/a/bohr-model.htm 

http://science.howstuffworks.com/atom7.htm 

 

The Nucleus 

 Go to Page 314 in the text and  locate the nucleus in the model. 

 Here the Nucleus means the center of the atom and containing the neutrons and protons. It is 

used in different ways in other areas of science so be sure to pay attention to that. 

 Electrons circle around the nucleus like planets in orbit.(note that centripetal force comes plays 

a part in how the electrons move, along with the attraction of the neg. and pos. charges of the  

particles) 

http://chemistry.about.com/od/atomicstructure/a/bohr-model.htm
http://science.howstuffworks.com/atom7.htm


 Make a note of what Dr. Wile mentions about the quantum-mechanical model  and the various 

reasons why the Bohr Model is not actually the most accurate and why he suggests we use it as 

our model when we study. ( p. 315 paragraph 4-6) 

 Dr. Wile tells us the atom is made up of mostly empty space.  He uses the example of your hand 

upon the table.  When your hand meets the table it is the result of the placement of the 

electrons in the atoms in the table and your hand . 

 The electrical charge of an atom should be zero because there should be an equal number of 

protons and electrons that balance each other out.  

http://www.aboutnuclear.org/view.cgi?fC=The_Atom,Structure_of_the_Atom 

Atomic Number- The number of protons in an atom. 

*The number of protons in the atom determines the specific type of atom it is. 

*The number of protons in an atom should also tell you how many electrons in the atom.   

*The number of  electrons in an atom determines how atoms relate to other atoms. 

*The number of neutrons in an atom have an effect on the mass of that atom and whether or not it 

is radioactive. 

 

Mass Number- The sum of the numbers of neutrons and protons in the nucleus of an atom. 

Look at the models on page  314 and 318 to understand this concept. 

 

Isotopes –Atoms with the same number of protons but different numbers of neutrons 

 

Element-A collection of atoms that all have the same number of protons. 

 

 Please attempt to do the Example on page 319 and the On Your Own questions on page 

320. 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ic8OnvRonb0   Bohr’s Model on Youtube. 

III. The Periodic Table 

A categorical listing that helps scientists organize the elements in a usable form.  

www.chemicool.com   www.blufton.edu/~bergerd/NSC_111/science2.html 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ic8OnvRonb0
http://www.chemicool.com/
http://www.blufton.edu/~bergerd/NSC_111/science2.html


 

The table groups elements together that have the same properties. 

Divided into 4 categories: 

 Nonmetals 

 Standard Metals 

 Transitional Metals 

 Inner transition metals 

Called “The Chart”  or the  “Periodic Chart”. 

Each box represents 1 element 

 Symbols in each box represent: 

o Chemical Symbol 

 Abbreviation of the name of the element. Ie: H-Hydrogen 

 Derived from latin origin 

 Usually  have 1 to 2 letters, with the 1st being capitalized 

 Elements with 3+letters are temporary names and/or new elements waiting to be 

named 

o Atomic Number 

 The number of protons in the atom 

o Atomic Mass 

 The average mass of the element not “the mass number of the element”. 

 Masses of elements are estimated. 

The table is arranged for convenience. That way a scientist can look at it and decipher easily the 

information he/she is trying to ascertain. 

 

Knowing the information found on the chart, you can draw a model of an element. See Figure 13.4 on 

page 323. 

 Note the reference to Orbits and electron shells. These orbits are the different level s of energy 

found in the electron shells of the atom. 

 

When you build an atom, you put as many electron as you can in the 1st orbit.  See the table on 

page #324.   Read through this page carefully and then build the module in the On Your Own 

exercise. 

 

http://www.aboutnuclear.org/view.cgi?fC=The_Atom,Periodic_Table 



IV. The Strong Force 

Nuclear force – attracts protons and neutrons  to each other.   

 This force is strong enough to overcome the electromagnetic force which repels objects of the 

same charge. 

 It holds the protons in the nucleus 

 Short-range force 

 Similar to electromagnetic force, constantly exchanging particles 

  

Hideki Ykawa won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1935 for his theory that protons and neutrons exchange  

particles with each other, which explained the nuclear force suggested but not yet proven.  The tiny 

particles are called pions. 

 Pions are short-lived and so protons and neutrons must remain close  in order to exchange the 

particles. 

Nuclear Force is a manifestation of the strong force.   

Additional manifestations: 

 Protons and neutrons are made up of smaller particles called quarks. 

o quarks exchange gluons which keep everything together so they form protons and 

neutrons. 

This is the strongest force in all of creation. 

   

V. Radioactivity 

Definitions: Radioactive isotope – An atom with a nucleus that is not stable 

 

Radioactivity is: 

 Governed by “weak force” 

 A result of radioactive isotopes 

 

 

Radioactive decay: 

 The process where an unstable nucleus breaks down  “ decays” and becomes a stable unit. 

 Types: 



 Beta Decay:  the nucleus changes  a neutron into a proton by getting rid of an electron. 

 The atom now becomes a different element. 

 Particles involved: 

o Daughter product- new isotope resulting from decay 

o Beta particle – electron produced from beta decay 

o Antineutrino- when a neutron falls apart into a proton,electron 

and neutron 

 Alpha Decay:  radioactive isotope emits an alpha particle, 

o Alpha particle-nucleus containing 2 protons and 2 neutrons. 

 Alpha decay completely changes the isotope into a different element. 

 Alpha particles are found in smoke detectors. 

 Gamma Decay: a radioactive isotope emits a gamma ray. 

o Gamma ray- high-energy photon 

 The isotope does not change in any way except that energy is taken away from 

the nucleus. 

 Gamma Rays are in our sunlight. 

VI. Dangers of Radioactivity  

 

1. Radioactivity acts like a machine gun which targets your cells and in effect 

killing them. 

2. Radioactivity does not build up like poison, but when there is an abundance 

of it more cells are destroyed than your body can replace. 

3. Possibly mutation of DNA which can cause sickness and/or cancer. 

 Ways to  protect yourself: 

o Block or shield yourself with a piece of paper/ metal  or other source 

o Move away from it. 

VII. The Rate of Radioactive Decay 

(This section may be a bit confusion, so just read it through and try to get familiar with the terms) 

Definition- Half-life: The time it takes for half of the original sample of a radioactive isotope 

to decay 

 The status of radioactivity of a nucleus depends on its instability.  Once an isotope releases the 

“bullet” ( from the machine gun above) of radio active energy it is now a stable nucleus. Thus 

then the isotope is no longer radioactive. 

 All radioactive isotopes go through a period of decay.  

 Physicists have figured the rate for decay as it’s half-life.  It basically says that the amount of 

radioactive isotope  is divided by 2 after each half-life. See figure 13.6. 

http://www.answersingenesis.org/get-answers/topic/radiometric-dating 

VIII. Radioactive Dating 



 

Radioactive dating give scientists a tool to measure the age of objects. 

 Details: 

o Based largely on assumptions 

 Good assumptions yields good results 

 Bad assumptions yields bad results 

o Not exactly accurate. 

o Conflict with other dating techniques 

o Half-life calculations are not  equilateral and therefore rule out results 

acceptable to modern science because of young earth consistency. 

 

The process is not exact and can have both great accuracy as well as serious defects. 

It is important to know that most of the calculations are based on assumptions so I want to 

point out here , again, that we have to always know where the source of information is 

coming from. 

 

There are many times when we can have a bias on our outcomes based on what we expect. 

As scientists we often want to prove the theories we believe in so I challenge you to keep 

your view neutral when doing experiments, and then utilizing information to validate your 

theories. 

 

Remember to go to the apologia website: www.apolgia.com/bookextras 

Enter the password: Physicalcreation 

Scroll down to the module you are studying and click on the links available for further study. 

http://www.iteachbio.com/Chemistry/Chemistry/Atomic%20Structure.ppt 

http://www.philadelphia.edu.jo/courses/chemistry/Atomic%20Structure.ppt 

http://nbsp.sonoma.edu/resources/teachers_materials/physical_03/atomsfinal.ppt 

 

 

http://web.jjay.cuny.edu/~acarpi/NSC/3-atoms.htm 

 

http://www.apolgia.com/bookextras
http://www.iteachbio.com/Chemistry/Chemistry/Atomic%20Structure.ppt
http://www.philadelphia.edu.jo/courses/chemistry/Atomic%20Structure.ppt
http://nbsp.sonoma.edu/resources/teachers_materials/physical_03/atomsfinal.ppt

